Abstract. Some methods of automatic selection of sequence transformations for accelerating the convergence of sequences are presented. Two theorems show the efficiency of these methods. This is confirmed by numerical experiments.
Note that, even if ^n) is not defined, the count coefficients exist when n < nQ and become zero. We have the following properties:
Vi G {1,2, ...,*}, Vn GN:
•ri") = 2 °/f>; 0 < °r\n) < 2r\n) < ¥¡n); n > *0=> Vf*> < « -/j0 + 1.
It is possible to define other count coefficients. For example, a coefficient can be defined such that ^n) has more importance than ^"_1), ^n_1) has more importance than ^"~2) etc. Let Ax, A2, . . . , Ak be k sequence transformations. We denote by A\"\Sm), A2"\Sm), . . ., A¡p\Sm), respectively, the sequences obtained by applying these transformations to the sequence (Sm). For convenience, we shall also write /*./"' instead of Af"\Sm). All the sequences in this paper are sequences of a metric space (E, d). If we substitute the relation ^n) for the relation (6£n)): Ajn) = Aj"~l) (which is defined only if n > 1), we obtain other count coefficients denoted by °c/"), lcf\ 2cfn\
Let / G N. If we substitute the relation ^n) for the relation (/3)i")): max d(A"-q, A"~q~l) = min max alAp-<\Af-*-l))
(which is defined only if « > I + 1), we obtain other count coefficients denoted by W\ )4n\ 2,dl"\ When / = 0, we denote by <ty«> the relation ffi and by °d}"\ ty<n), 24(n) the associated count coefficients. Remark. The theorems proved in the following sections concern only the relations 0¡n) and ,6¡f¡"'). However, it is possible to define other relations.
In particular, for methods based on interpolation (Richardson process [8] , p-algorithm [4] , etc.), we can use the relation
where S^ is the value at xJn of the interpolation function which takes the values V*> $,_*+" . . . , S"_l at xi_k, xJ"_k+v ..., xJn_l ((*"'), (x2), ..., (**) are k sequences of parameters; for example, in the Richardson process it is assumed that: V/w, n: n ¥= m => x{ ^ xJm, and lim,,^^ x{ -0). Such methods are more expensive than the methods studied in this paper, because the calculation of S{ practically implies the determination of the interpolation function. However, some of the obtained results may be of interest [7] .
1.2. Selection Methods. Let/ G {0, 1, 2}. With the help of the coefficients frf"\ we define a new transformation A which selects at each step, one of the transformations A¡ (i G (1, 2, . .. , k}).
Step n of the Transformation A = fR(Ax, A2, ■ . ■ , Ak). We compute fr\"\ fr2"\ .. ., fif\ Let i(n) be the smallest i such that }r\n) = max <*•>. For example, the computation of 1c/n) need Af\ Afl\ . . . , A¡n); but, in fact, it is possible to do it only with lcf*~l\ A¡n), A¡"~1\ because of the obvious relations:
Remark 2. In a selection method of sequence transformations, it is desirable to have a normalization, i.e. an eventual shift of the index such that the computation of A}"* uses, at each step, the same points of the sequence (S"); for example, points among S0, 5" . . . , Sn. The calculation of 4n) uses Sn, Sn+i, Sn+2 [3] , hence, if s2 is one of the sequence transformations "in competition", we write Af^ = S0; Aj1^ = StiAP-f'^tacn > 2.
When this normalization is respected, the new obtained sequence transformations are also normalized. Remark 3. It is possible, in practical cases, that one of the used transformations can no longer be applied (for example in the case of division by zero). In such a case two kinds of strategies can be employed.
When this is the case for the transformation Aj at the step tj0: (Io) For all n > n0, only the transformations A¡ with i =£j are considered.
(2°) For all n > n0, we take Remark 4. Methods of selection among a finite number of transformations are the only ones studied herein. However, it is possible to study the case of an infinite number of transformations. Such methods are studied in [7] . Example 1. Let Ax, A2 be two given sequence transformations. °D(AV A^ is the sequence transformation A which, at the step n, produces the more stable one of A, or^l2; i.e. A«* = A\* if d(A{"\ ¿i"-')) < d(A2"\ 4"-»>),
lC{Ax, A2) is the sequence transformation A which, at the step n, produces the less frequently changed one of Ax or A2; i.e. -A(n) = A\n) if in the first n steps A\^ = A?-» is more frequently true than^ = A2q~l); A(n) = A2n) if not. Example 2. Selection among Richardson processes [3] , [4] , [8] . Let (tn) be a sequence of real numbers such that lim"_w tn = 0 and / ¥=j =s> t¡ ¥= t.. The Richardson process with parameters (/") is the calculation of Tk(ri) = Pkin\0), where Pk(n) is the unique polynomial such that Pi"\t") = Sn; Pi"\tn+X) = Sn+l; . . . ;Pin\tn+k) = Sn+k, d°Pin) < k.
When k is fixed, we obtain a sequence transformation. But usually it is interesting to consider the diagonal transformation n -» T^"\ For example, with three sequences of parameters (tn), (xn), (y"), we obtain three diagonal transformations (lj*fc (X™), (y"(">) which can be denoted by A\"\ A2"\ A$>. Below, we shall see that the new transformation lD(Ax, A2, A3) is an interesting one, because it "pluralizes" the extrapolation properties of Ax, A2, A3. In such an example it is not necessary to "normalize" the sequence transformations Ax, A2, A3 because, at the step n, each of them uses the same points Sn, Sn+ x, . . . , S2". Example 3. Practically, the most interesting methods are the selections among transformations as various as possible. We shall see, in the third section, a few computational experiences with {D(AX, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6) where A, is the Richardson process [3] , [8] ,
A2 is the e-algorithm [3] , [10] , [11] , A 3 is the p-algorithm [2] , A 4 is the Overholt process [3] , [9] , A5 is the 0-algorithm [1] , [3] , A6 is the iterated A2 [4] .
2. Two Results on Selection Methods.
2.1. Exact Transformations. We recall a few definitions which are used below. We say that the sequence transformation A is regular for the family S of convergent sequences if V(5J G S : lim Sn = lim A(n).
v "' n-K» " n-»oo
We say that the sequence transformation A is semiregular for the family S of convergent sequences if A-accelerates) all the sequences (S") of the family S, we say that A accelerates S (resp. A-accelerates S ). We say that the sequence transformation A is fair for S if, for every sequence (S") G S, Lemma. Let (Sn) be a convergent sequence with limit S. Let (A\n\ (AÍ¿n)), . . . , (A^) be k sequences which accelerate the convergence of (Sn). Let i: N-»{1, 2, ...,&}.
Then the sequence (Affy accelerates the convergence of (S").
Proof with / > h is still true.
3. Computational Experiences. The computational experiences presented here were made with C. Brezinski's codes [4] , and I would like to take this opportunity to thank him, for his excellent advice and support. Example 1. In Table 1 we present the first 10 steps for the 6 transformations in competition (see Section 1, Example 3) when they are applied to the sequence (2*-l)v2
The selected transformation by the method °D at the nth step is indicated with an X. We see that this chosen transformation is always among the transformations R, p, or 9, which are here the transformations which accelerate the convergence. Consequently, we can say that the choice is correct. The method '£) is also correct; at the step n with n > 3, the chosen transformation is always the p-algorithm. The method 2D gives exactly the same results that the method °D. Since we know that S = .22005074, we can determine, at each step, the exact rank of each transformation (this rank is indicated in Table 1 by a number under each transformed point). For example at step 4 (the first significant one) the p-algorithm gives .22033281 and this is the best transformed point; the rank of the p-algorithm at step 4 is consequently 1. The method °Z> chooses the p-algorithm at step 4; this is the best possible choice. At steps 5 and 6 the choice is still the best possible, but at step 7 °D chooses the Richardson process whose rank is 3. The rank sequence of chosen transformations is (1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 1, 1 ). This is not the best possible rank sequence, which is (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) . However, it is a good rank sequence because all ranks are < 3, and there are only three sequence transformations accelerating the convergence of (Sn). For the two following examples, we have only indicated the rank sequence of the chosen transformation when the method °D is applied.
Example 2. Sn = exp(-Vn /10V2 )/n. 4 9 Only three transformations accelerate (S"): e-algorithm, p-algorithm, and A2 iterated. When n is large enough, at each step n, °D chooses one of these three transformations. Example 3. S2n = (1/2«), S2n + X = (4/i + 5)/(2n + 2)2. Only two transformations accelerate (S"): e-algorithm and p-algorithm. The best one (e-alg.) is not chosen because the transformed sequence is alternating; when n is large enough, the choice at the step n is the p-algorithm. 
